Meeting at El Macero CC - A great thanks to Jack Jagur for providing great facilities for our meeting. Those who played golf (18 holes) certainly have nothing short of great comments on the condition of the course. A special thanks to Bob Badger, Golf Professional and Gene Munger, Manager for their contributions and support for the day.

A special thanks to Terry Salmon, our guest speaker for his program on Vertebrate Pest Control on Golf Courses. I'm sure all that attended found Terry's information on the subject very informative. It proves again, the importance of using the correct management for the control of whatever pest you have.

Merit plaques were presented to Grady Simril and Joe Andrade for their contributions to the Association during the past few years for serving on the Board of Directors.

ATTENTION: All Association Members of all Classes - We have available the following: Association pins $13.00 - Association plaques $16.32 Association Blazer patches $10.00 - Hat patches are coming See all these on display at our next meeting.

Golf Winners at El Macero
Low Gross
  Ross Brownlie (71), Bill Ament (76), Paul Juberg (77),
  Jim Bantrup (78)
Low Net
  Jim Newell (66), Gale Love (68), Elmer Dunn (68), Jim Gomez (68)
Calloway
  Tom O'Keefe (74), Don Compton (76), John Sullivan (76)

Special condolences go to Allan Mooser and his family for the loss of their son April 18, 1981. A donation from GCSA of Northern California has been sent to the Asthma Research Foundation, Stanford Children's Hospital, Stanford.

Millie Wright passed away May 1, 1981. Millie is the wife of Bob Wright, retired salesman for Scotts Proturf.

Norm Stewart is back to work after his stay in the hospital.

- Tom Thatcher
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